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Academic History Series
Our double-sided, portable outline format lends itself perfectly to historical topics.  Students find infor-
mation is easier to study and learn when presented the colorful paneled BarCharts way.  Laminated and
durable, these charts are a wealth of information to which the student will refer again and again.  8 1/2”
x 11”.

Western Civilization 1
* Newly revised and expanded.
* From pre-history to 1700.
* Complete with cultural timeline.
* 2 panels full of information!
0627BC West Civilization 1 $3.95

Western Civilization 2
* From 1700 to the present.
* Newly revised and expanded.
* 2 panels full of information!
4479BC West Civilization 2 $3.95

American History 1
* From America’s discovery through the Civil War.
* Very popular with high school and college students.
* 2 panels of information!
5149BC Am History 1 $4.95

American History 2
* Updated for 2001!
* From Reconstitution to the present.
* An excellence reference every studentwill want.
* 3 panels of information!
5017BC Am History 2 $5.95

Many school systems require students to be proficient in the history of their state.  Let these colorful guides, filled with detailed
information, give students the edge they need to succeed.  Each state has 2 full panels of information!
4037BC Florida $3.95
4088BC New York $3.95
4061BC Texas $3.95
7117BC California $3.95
7249B Canada $3.95
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History Videos - People

THE REAL STORY OF JAMESTOWN
In the spring of 1607, the Susan Constant, Godspeed, and
Discovery landed a group of settlers in Virginia to build
what became America’s first permanent English colony—a
place dogged by misfortune and tragedy. In this program,
noted archaeologist William Kelso and a team of experts
turn the long-accepted story of Jamestown upside down as
they uncover clues to what really happened on James
Island nearly 400 years ago. Dramatizations of key events
are interwoven with details of the excavation that is bring-
ing to light a tale of political infighting and assassination
that had lain buried for centuries. A Discovery Channel
Production. (26 minutes, color)
 BVL29037 VHS 129.95 DVD-R 129.95

REDISCOVERING GEORGE WASHINGTON
Filmed exclusively at locations salient to Washington’s
story, this program takes a fresh look at an American icon
and reintroduces him as a very real, very remarkable
human being. Richard Brookhiser, host and author of
Founding Father: Rediscovering George Washington, puts
Washington’s manifold accomplishments in focus with
timely comparisons to parallels in current events and
throughout history. Examining Washington under the
rubrics of warrior, politician, and man of charisma, the
program goes on to show what character traits separate
Washington from other leaders who were also successful in
these arenas, such as Caesar and Napoleon. Guests
include former President George Bush and living descen-
dants of Washington’s slaves. (87 minutes, color)
 BVL30478 VHS $159.95 DVD-R $159.95

ORGANIZING AMERICA:
The History of Trade Unions

Organizing America incorporates interviews, personal
accounts, and archival footage to tell a compelling story
about the struggles and triumphs of American workers.
Broadly tracing American labor history from the formation
of the first "friendly societies" in the 18th century to the
challenges posed by new technologies in the 1980s and
90s, it explores the unique combination of individualism
and cooperation that characterizes the American work-
place. Historical context provides viewers with a fresh
perspective on important issues. Interviews with veterans
of labor struggles yield fascinating personal insights into
the saga of organized labor and its sometimes violent
origins. The commentary of labor historians as well as
union, business, and government officials helps to identify
and explain significant events and influences that have
changed the workplace over the last 200 years. In explor-
ing the history of trade unions, the viewer encounters a
series of important developments that have shaped
American society as a whole: wars, the industrial revolu-
tion, immigration, unemployment, Marxism and class
conflict, women in the workplace, the Depression and the
New Deal, crime and corruption, civil rights, and the
emergence of high technology. A Cambridge Educational
Production. One 40-minute video.
 BVL8049 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95
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Cultural History

World History
8 years and up.  All volumes are 8 3/4 x 11 1/4 inches, 96 pages except
Encyclopedia of World History - which contains Prehistoric World, Ancient
World, Midieval World, and the Last 500 years (this volume alone is 7 1/2 x  9
1/2 inches, 415 pages) and  Usborne Book of World History which is 8 5/8 x
10 3/4 inches, 192 pages, and covers Empires, Civilizations, Age of
Revolutions, Crusaders, Warriors, Exploration and much more.
503322USP Encyclopedia World History PB $19.95
041683USH Encyclopedia World History HC $39.95
863361USL Encyclopedia World History Library $47.95
209598USH Usborne Book of World History HC $24.95
508162USP Ancient World (8 1/2 x 10 7/8 in) $14.95
867847USL Ancient World Library Edition $22.95
038909USH El Mundo Antiguo (Ancient World Sp) $19.95
862934USL El Mundo Antiguo Library Edition $27.95
508154USP Medieval World (8 1/2 x 10 7/8 in) $14.95
867855USL Medieval World Library Edition $22.95
027583USH Prehistoric World $19.95
862705USL Prehistoric World Library Edition $27.95
027648USH Last 500 Years (112 pages) $19.95
863280USL Last 500 Years Library Edition $27.95
041039USH Timelines in World History (128 pages) $19.95
863299USL Timelines in World History Library $27.95
503586USH Timelines Mini Edition 5.5 x 7, 128 pp $  7.95
023189USP World History Dates (8 5/8 x 10 3/4 in) $22.95
861148USL World History Dates (194 pages) $30.95
503861USP First Encyclopedia of History $  9.95
865186USL First Encyclopedia Library Edition $17.95

Then and Now
6 years and up.  Exlpains the fundamental principles of time.  7 5/8 x 8,
24 pages.
007949USP Then and Now $4.95

Machines and Technology
6 years and up, Trains 8 years and up.  5 7/8 x 9 inches, 32 pages.  Trains:
7 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches, 48 pages.
503195USP Planes $  4.95
864848USL Planes Library Edition $12.95
503659USP Trucks $  4.95
865119USL Trucks Library Edition $12.95
501745USP Trains $  8.95
864104USL Trains Library Edition $16.95
050712USP Los trenes $  8.95
865003USL Los trenes Library Edition $16.95

Internet Linked!

Internet Linked!
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Cultures / Videos
NEW!  PEOPLES WORLD CULTURES SERIES

Reading Level: 4-5, For grades 6-Adult
The texts in this series are so readable and organized that all students can
easily access the content - and so flexible that they fit into any World
Culture or World History course.

WORLD CULTURES LATIN
AMERICA

South America, Mexico, and
the Carribean

Latin America’s culture and history and its
impact on the United States and on the
world is made clear in this easy-to-
comprehend text.  In simple language, this
book explores the variety of peoples and
environments that enrich Latin America.
Contents: 1. Getting to know Latin

WORLD CULTURES ASIA
East, South, and Southeast

Asia, and Australia, New
Zealand, and the Pacific Islands
An amazing breadth of information is
contained in this student-friendly text.  Clear
language, short, focused sections, and
relevant activities make the unique histories
and distinct cultures of this vast area
comprehensible to your low-level readers.
This text provides students with the full
scope of the region’s place in world affairs.
Contents: 1. China: The Land and the

WORLD CULTURES AFRICA
Ancient Kingdoms to Africa’s

Place in the Modern Era
The remarkable diversity of Africa is
explored in this easy-to-read and under-
standable text.  From grand empires to the
slave trade and imperialism, to indepen-
dence and current issues, the histories
and cultures of Africa’s peoples are made
accessible to all students.  Contents: 1.
The Land, 2. Climate, Environment, and
Resources, 3. Ancient Kingdoms of
Northeast Africa, 4. Empires built of Gold and Salt, 5. Central and East
Africa, 6. Empires of Southern Africa, 7. The People, 8. Traditional Ways of
Life, 9. Europeans Arrive in Africa, 10. The Slave Trade, 11. Africa Falls to
Europe’s Conquests, 12. Africans Fight for and Win Independence, 13.
Changes Since Independence, 14. The Cities of Africa, 15. Politics of
Africa, 16. Africa’s Economy, 17. Meeting Challenges Through Unity, 18.
The Arts, 19. Africa in the World.
6038-7PP Student Text $14.32

10+ copies $12.99
6039-5PP Teacher’s Guide $14.32

10+ copies $12.99

People, 2. China’s History, 3. China Today, 4. Japan: The Land and the
People, 5. Japan’s History, 6. Japan Today, 7. Korea: Geography and
History, 8. Life in South Korea and in North Korea, 9. East Asia Today, 10.
South Asia: The Land and the People, 11. India’s History, 12. Pakistan,
Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka, 13. South Asia Today, 14. Central Asia, 15.
Southeast Asia’s History, 16. The Philippines, 17. Indonesia, Malaysia, and
Singapore, 18. Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, 19. Myanmar and Thailand,
20. Southeast Asia Today, 21. Australia, 22. New Zealand, 23. The Pacific
Islands, 24. The Pacific Region Today.
6096-4PP Student Text $17.50

10+ copies $15.75
6097-2PP Teacher’s Guide $14.32

10+ copies $12.99

IMAGES OF INDIA:
A Social Studies Primer

Designed specifically with students and
classrooms in mind, this video explores
major themes in the History, geography,
and culture of India.  Emphasizing the
diversity of this vast and ancient land,
Images of India guides viewers on an
informative and visually stunning journey.  It provides an overview of the
country, with sections on Land, Culture, Religion, History and Life Today,
including current economic and social conditions.
One 35 minute video, copyright 1998
8144GEA $69.95

VIETNAM: A WORLD BENEATH THE WAR
Rare archival footage, much of what has never been seen in the West,

America, 2. Latin America’s Environment, 3. The People, 4. Great Civiliza-
tions of the Americas, 5. Europe Builds Empires in the Americas, 6.
Independence Struggles, 7. Revolution and Dictatorships - Three Case
Studies, 8. Mexico, 9. Central America, 10. Puerto Rico, 11. Cuba, 12.
Hispaniola, Jamaica, and the Other Islands of the Carribean, 13. Brazil, 14.
Northern and Western South America, 15. Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, and
Paraguay, 16. Issues in Latin America Today, 17. Latin America in the
World.
6079-4PP Student Text $14.32

10+ copies $12.99
6080-8PP Teacher Guide $14.32

10+ copies $12.99

Videos

CD-Roms
KENYA: THE FINAL FRONTIER

Kenya: The Final Frontier is an active learning resource that focuses on the
lives of Maasai herders in Kenya.  It allows users to explore global issues
about land use, economic and human development, and environmental
degradation, particularly from the prospective of how they influence the
traditional Maasai way of life.  Includes a Lifestyle activity, in which users
examine photographs to answwer questions about the Maasai lifestyle.
One Windows CD-ROM, copyright 1999
10083GEA $89.95

A beautifully photographed
video with good content.
Useful for social studies
classes.

School Library Journal.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
Video Librarian.

SILVER APPLE AWARD.
National Educational Media

Network.

reveals miles of catacombs where as
many as 2,000 people took shelter in
the  tunnels.  We follow an artist who
takes his son back to Vinh Moc village
and explains how families recreated
markets,  theaters, hospitals, and

schools.  Personal stories of life in the tunnels are told by a woman militia
commander, a physician, a fisherman, and an American pilot who was shot
down and held as a P.O.W. in the tunnels.  The program also contains
dramatic footage giving a capsule history of the war in Vietnam.  Narrated
by veteran television correspondent Marlene Sanders.
One 53 minute video and guide, copyright 1996.
14599GEA $79.95
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History Videos - War

BATTLE OF THE ALAMO
"The doomed garrison has stood its ground… Now, alone,
they face the inevitable hour and rush headlong into the
crucible of history." This program—narrated by Hal
Holbrook and filmed in part at the Alamo itself—travels
back in time to the pivotal winter of 1836, when William
Travis, Davy Crockett, Jim Bowie, and fewer than 200
Texians, as they called themselves, were engaged by the
forces of General Antonio López de Santa Anna. The 13-
day siege and the climactic battle, which lasted less than
an hour, are thoroughly examined. Reenactments based on
original journal entries bring the epic confrontation to life. A
Discovery Channel Production. (55 minutes, color)
 BVL29038 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

DESTINY OF NATIONS
The Spanish-American War of 1898

This two part series explores the causes, characters, and
political consequences of this epic event in world history.
BVL8333 VHS $159.95

"REMEMBER THE MAINE":
The Roots of the Spanish-American War

"The U.S.S. Maine Blown Up in Havana Harbor—268 Men
Lost" shouted the headlines of the day. Using archival
footage, newspaper excerpts, and historical documents,
this program traces the roots of the Spanish-American War
to Spain’s quest to preserve its flagging empire, American
imperialism, and the genuine desire on the part of Cubans
to shake off the yoke of Spanish domination. It closely
examines the role of Cuba’s poet/patriot José Martí,
exposes American expansionist policies that contributed to
our decision to enter the war, and reveals Spanish attempts
to thwart open conflict. (50 minutes, color)
BVL8334 VHS $89.95

THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR:
A Conflict in Progress

This program examines the conduct of the war, from
Theodore Roosevelt’s Rough Riders, to the defeatist
attitude of Spanish commander Admiral Cerveras, to
Cuban General Gomez and his decision to side with the
Americans. Actual footage taken at the battles of Las
Guasimas, El Caney, and San Juan Hill supports excellent
historical commentary, including photos, sketches, and
firsthand accounts of the war by publishing mogul William
Randolph Hearst. The precise sequence of political and
military events leading to the Spanish defeat is carefully
traced up to the Treaty of Paris, where Spain relinquishes
all rights to Cuba, the Philippines, Guam, and Puerto Rico.
(52 minutes, color)
 BVL8335 VHS $89.95

1968:
THE YEAR THAT SHAPED A GENERATION

War. Assassinations. Riots. This dramatic program exam-
ines the turbulent political and social landscapes of 1968
by combining dramatic archival footage and interviews with
many key participants, including Walter Cronkite, Rever-
end Jesse Jackson, Senator Tom Hayden, Barbara
Ehrenreich, Carlos Fuentes, and Pat Buchanan. Individual
sections spotlight topics such as Vietnam, Robert Kennedy,
Martin Luther King Jr. and the civil rights movement,
student revolts, the counter-culture, the Democratic
National Convention, the Prague Spring, the Mexico City
student massacre, and the ’68 presidential campaign and
election. A powerful educational resource about one of the
pivotal years of the 20th century. (57 minutes, color)
 BVL8829 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95
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PLAYING THE GAME:
20th-Century American Foreign Policy

Filmed in ten countries, this illuminating three-part retro-
spective takes an insightful look at watersheds in American
foreign policy during World War II, the Vietnam War, and
the years in between. Outstanding archival footage of key
figures and events and commentary by renowned experts
and eyewitnesses bring to life an era in world history that
saw the U.S. move from isolationist idealism to expedient
intervention in its efforts to bring an end to colonialism and
defeat the forces of fascism and totalitarianism. 3-part
series, 57 minutes each.
 BVL30748 VHS $399.95 DVD-R $399.95

THE ATLANTIC CHARTER:
The End of Colonialism

This program examines the Atlantic Charter, a joint decla-
ration by Franklin Roosevelt and a reluctant Winston
Churchill that gave hope to nationalists living in embattled
Europe and in colonial possessions around the world. In
addition, controversial research asserting that the Charter
accelerated Hitler’s plans for the Final Solution and influ-
enced Japan’s decision to attack Pearl Harbor is discussed.
Commentary by Elliot Roosevelt; Patrick Kinna, Churchill’s
private secretary; Douglas Brinkley, of The Eisenhower
Center for American Studies; and historians Arthur
Schlesinger Jr., Richard Rathbone, Chandrika Kaul,
Theodore Wilson, and Tobias Jersak is featured. (57
minutes, color)
JJE30749 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

NOW WITH BILL MOYERS:
D-Day Reunion

In Bill Moyers’ documentary From D-Day to the Rhine,
eight World War II veterans traveled to Europe to retrace
their footsteps from the beaches of Normandy to victory. In
this update, Mr. Moyers once more turns his attention to
that unforgettable military invasion as he again talks with
four of those eight courageous men. An excerpt from his
1990 broadcast is included. (57 minutes, color)
 BVL30436 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95

History Videos

THE WIND OF CHANGE:
The End of Colonialism in Africa

This program seeks to understand nationalism in black
Africa through the experiences of the Gold Coast, French
Guinea, and the Belgian Congo, the first colonies of
Britain, France, and Belgium to win independence after
World War II. The devastating effects of Cold War sparring
by the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. in these regions are as-
sessed, with a special focus on the tragedy in the former
Belgian Congo. Commentary by François Lumumba;
François Nkrumah; UN dignitary Sir Brian Urquhart; former
ministers from the Kwame Nkrumah and Ahmed Sekou
Touré governments; historians Mahmood Mamdani and
Jean Fremigacci; and authors William Blum and Keith Kyle
is featured. (57 minutes, color)
 JJE30750 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

CAMBODIA’S KILLING FIELDS
This program scrutinizes U.S. violence against technically
neutral Cambodia during the Vietnam War, attacks carried
out in an effort to deny a haven for communist forces. The
decade of upheaval that followed what has been called the
low point in American diplomacy is also addressed, as an
allegedly U.S.-backed coup drove Norodom Sihanouk into
the arms of China and opened the door to the ruthless
Khmer Rouge. Commentary by Emory "Coby" Swank and
Noel Deschamps, former U.S. and Australian ambassadors
to Cambodia; David Whipple, CIA station head in Cambo-
dia; Lao Mong Hay, of the Khmer Institute of Democracy;
and historian Stephen Heder is featured. (57 minutes,
color)
 JJE30751 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95
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History Videos / Maps

ORGANIZING AMERICA:
THE HISTORY OF TRADE UNIONS

Broadly tracing American labor history from the formation of the first
“friendly societies” in the 18th century to the
challenges posed by new technologies in the
1980s and 90s, it explores the unique
combination of individualism and cooperation
that characterizes the American workplace.
 Interviews with veterans of labor struggles
yield fascinating personal insights into the
saga of organized labor and its sometimes violent origins.  In exploring the
history of trade unions, the viewer encounters a series of important
developments that have shaped American society as a whole: wars, the
industrial revolution, immigration, unemployment, Marxism and class
conflict, women in the workplace, the Depression an the New Deal, crime
and corruption, civil rights, and the emergence of high technology.
One 40 Minute video, copyright 1994.  Closed Captioned.
8049GEA $89.95

WHY HISTORY?
Why History? Puts the viewer in the passenger seat for an adventurous
field trip through the heartland of the United States.  Traveling highways and
byways through six states, our host visits a variety of people and places in
search of the true meaning of history.  Why History? Dispels the myth that
history of limited to the study of names, dates, and events form the distant
past.  Instead, it reveals how analyzing and interpreting history is an integral
part of understanding the past, present, and future of human activity -
including social, political, scientific, economic, and cultural endeavors.
One 35 minute video, copyright 1997
8054GEA $89.95

Bronze Apple.
National Educational Film

and Video Festival.
Silver Screen Award.
International Film and Video

Festival.

HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED.

Video Librarian and
the Book Report.

Crystal Award of
Excellence.
The 1997 Communi-

cator Awards.

Award of Distinction.
The Videographer

Awards.

REGIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
Reading Level 3-4, Grades 5-8
This resource features a simple presentation of information about the eight
regions of the U.S.  Included are many map activities as well as puzzles,
questions, and information about each state.  A perfect introduction or
review of U.S. geography!
REM1142 Student Book $6.95

MAP SKILLS
Grades 4-8
Fifty-two pages of symbols, directions, location, distance, and special map
activities.  Accurate and fictional maps are used allowing students to
understand that mapping is more than road maps and globes.
REM128 Book $6.95

All Remedia Publication books allow individual teachers to reproduce
copies for classroom use.

SEE THE U.S.A.
A Trip Through The Nifty Fifty

Reading Level 3-4, Grades 4-8
A big, colorful 11"x17" map of the U.S.A. accompanies this delightful book.
Students travel across the country via hypothetical situations.  Reading
skills are given a workout as students follow directions and pinpoint
locations in a series of clever activities.  Blackline Masters.
REM118A See The USA $8.95
REM118B Six Extra Maps $4.95

RESEARCH THE NIFTY
FIFTY

Reading Level 3-4, Grades 5-8
Students will love the reward
format in this unit as they earn
points for discovering encyclo-
pedia-based knowledge on the
50 states.  Blackline Masters.

STATE THE FACTS
Reading Level 3-4, Grades 4-8
Plenty of interesting information
about each state in this
informative book.  Included are
research activities, U.S. outline
maps, homework or bonus
assignments, list of states,
capitals, abbreviations, test
page, and more.  Blackline
Masters.

REM315 Research the Nifty Fifty $6.95

REM119 Student Book $6.95
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Cultural History
Beginner’s Social Studies

Ages: 6 years and up * Fountas & Pinnell
Level E (Mid-late 1st grade reading level) *
Spacke Readability Index 2.5+ * 5 7/8 x 9 * 32
pages * P=$4.95, L=$12.95

P 50681XUS
L 866565US

P 507190US
L 866883US

P 507727US
L 867049US

P 507735US
L 867057US

P 508081US
L 867413US

P 503209US
L 864813US

P 508960US
L 86760XUS

Discovery History
Ages: 8 years and up * 7 1/2 x 9 1/2 * 48 pages

Paperback
503853US $8.95
Library Edition
865097US $16.95

Paperback
505910US $7.95
Library Edition
866093US $16.95

Paperback
501842US      $7.95
7 3/4 x 10 3/4,
24 pages,
8 sticker pages

Paperback
504507US $5.95
Library Edition
865305US $13.95
4 1/2 x 7 1/2,
64 pages

Paperback
503179US  $8.95
Library Edition
864791US  $16.95

Flag Spotters Guides
Ages: 6 years and up

Ideal field guides for children and adults
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Culture Videos

BECOMING AMERICAN:
THE CHINESE EXPERIENCE

What does it mean to become American? What is lost and
what is gained in the process? In interviews with historians,
descendants, and recent immigrants, this powerful three-
part Bill Moyers series explores these questions through
the dramatic experience of the Chinese in America. A
viewer’s guide, an educator’s guide, and other resources
are located online at www.pbs.org/becomingamerican. This
series is available exclusively through Films for the Hu-
manities & Sciences. 3-part series, 89 minutes each.
BVL31325 VHS $299.95 DVD $479.95

GOLD MOUNTAIN DREAMS
In the 1840s, civil war and famine in southern China drove
thousands of young men to seek their fortune in the
California Gold Rush. This program traces the Chinese
experience in America, from their welcome in San Fran-
cisco as "celestial men of commerce," through the Gold
Rush and building of the Transcontinental Railroad, to the
1882 Chinese Exclusion Act banning their entry into this
country. The program rediscovers the all-but-forgotten role
of the Chinese and tells their stories through the lives of
individuals using photos, artifacts, and interviews with
descendants and historians. A viewer’s guide, educator’s
guide, and other resources are located online at
www.pbs.orgbecomingamerican and
www.becomingamerican.org. (89 minutes, color)
JJE31326 VHS $129.95 DVD $179.95

BETWEEN TWO WORLDS
In the early 1880s, abetted by the Chinese Exclusion Act, a
wave of anti-Chinese sentiment swept across America.
This program examines the exclusion years through the
stories of Chinese Americans and their families who were
kept apart by both ancient custom and U.S. law. These
immigrants were trapped between countries, at home
neither in the U.S. nor in China. The law of the land, which
separated these families, also provided relief as Chinese
Americans turned to the courts for justice. A viewer’s guide,
educator’s guide, and other resources are located online at
www.pbs.org/becomingamerican. (89 minutes, color)
JJE31327 VHS $129.95 DVD $179.95

NO TURNING BACK
The new immigration laws of 1965 were a turning point for
the Chinese in America and allowed a new wave of immi-
grants to enter the country. Chinese American life has
flourished in the years since. Narrated by Bill Moyers, this
program presents intimate portraits of the new Chinese
Americans who face a struggle common to so many
immigrants: to reconcile some losses of their old culture in
order to embrace their adopted American one. A viewer’s
guide, educator’s guide, and other resources are located
online at www.pbs.org/becomingamerican. (88 minutes,
color)
JJE31328 VHS $129.95 DVD $179.95

BECOMING AMERICAN WITH BILL MOYERS
What does it mean to become American? What is lost and
what is gained in the process? In interviews with historians,
descendants, and recent immigrants, this powerful Bill
Moyers series explores these questions through the
dramatic experience of the Chinese in America. The larger
themes of the 3-part documentary are made movingly
personal in an additional series of candid conversations
with five prominent Chinese-Americans: author Gish Jen,
Nobel prize-winning physicist Samuel Ting, AIDS re-
searcher Dr. David Ho, business executive Shirley Young,
and artist and architect Maya Lin. A viewer’s guide, an
educator’s guide, and other resources are located online at
www.pbs.org/becomingamerican. 8-part series, 15-90
minutes each.
JJE31779 VHS $559.95 DVD $559.95
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Culture Video
A PERSONAL JOURNEY WITH

DR. DAVID HO, AIDS RESEARCHER
Since arriving in America from Taiwan at the age of 12, Dr.
David Ho has become a world-renowned scientist. His
research in the fight against HIV/AIDS earned him honors
as Time magazine’s Man of the Year. In this program, Bill
Moyers talks with Dr. Ho about his experience as an
immigrant and U.S. citizen, and his contributions to the
battle against AIDS. (14 minutes, color)
JJE31774 VHS $59.95 DVD $59.95

A PERSONAL JOURNEY WITH SHIRLEY YOUNG,
MARKET RESEARCH PIONEER

In this program, Bill Moyers talks with Shirley Young, an
inspiring woman who survived the Japanese occupation of
the Philippines to become a pioneer of market research
with Grey Advertising. Later, as a vice president of General
Motors, she helped launch GM’s operation in China, the
country of her birth. (15 minutes, color)
JJE31775 VHS $59.95 DVD $59.95

A PERSONAL JOURNEY WITH GISH JEN, AUTHOR
Born and raised in the United States, Gish Jen has become
a leading literary voice of the Chinese-American experi-
ence. In this program, Bill Moyers talks with the critically
acclaimed writer, whose novels and short stories are known
for their humorous and incisive edge. (14 minutes, color)
JJE31776 VHS $59.95 DVD $59.95

A PERSONAL JOURNEY WITH SAMUEL TING,
NOBEL LAUREATE PHYSICIST

Born in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and raised in China and
Taiwan, Samuel Ting received the Nobel Prize in physics in
1976 and is now leading a multinational project with NASA
to search for antimatter. In this program, Bill Moyers
speaks with Dr. Ting about his childhood years in war-torn
China, his current project, and his philosophy of science.
(15 minutes, color)
JJE31777 VHS $59.95 DVD $59.95

A PERSONAL JOURNEY WITH
MAYA LIN, ARTIST AND ARCHITECT

Sculptor, architect, and designer, Maya Lin catapulted to
prominence when, as a senior at Yale University, she was
chosen to design the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, D.C.. In this program, Bill Moyers talks with
her about her upbringing and multifaceted career. (27
minutes, color)
JJE31778 VHS $79.95 DVD $79.95

AKHENATEN AND NEFERTITI: RULERS OF EGYPT
Generations after him dubbed Akhenaten "the criminal of
Amarna" for replacing the Egyptian pantheon with a single
god, Aten. This series explores the reign of this revolution-
ary pharaoh and his evangelist queen, Nefertiti. Interviews
with noted archaeologists and experts provide historical
context, while dramatic reenactments and computer
animations re-create life four-and-a-half thousand years
ago. 3-part series, 27 minutes each.
BVL30629 VHS $399.95 DVD-R $399.95

THE SUN WAS THE ONLY WITNESS
When Akhenaten became pharaoh, Egypt had been a
polytheistic culture for over 2,000 years. Filmed on loca-
tion, this program tells the story of how a heretical ruler
kindled a religious revolution, building an unprecedented
city at Amarna and restricting worship to a single deity, the
sun god Aten. Lavish reenactments and expert commen-
tary bring to life the drama of Akhenaten’s bold plans which
made him the first founder of a religion known to history.
Scholars point out that while most traces of his rule were
erased after his death, the idea of monotheism was never
banished. (27 minutes, color)
 JJE30630 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

THE RIDDLE OF AMARNA
Akhenaten’s insistence on a new monotheistic faith
plunged Egypt into a crisis. But did the pharaoh knowingly
lead his country into disaster or was he beguiled by a
ruthless woman, his queen Nefertiti? In this program,
archaeologists and scholars examine the still-unresolved
mysteries of their reign. Location footage is combined with
computer animations based on excavations of Akhenaten’s
colossal city dedicated to the sun god. Geneticists and
forensic experts try to unravel the incestuous lineage of
this royal family and determine whether its heir,
Tutankhamon, was murdered. (27 minutes, color)
 JJE30631 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

THE MUMMIES OF THE HERETICS
After he died, Akhenaten was declared a heretic and an
attempt was made to wipe out all traces of his reign. Did
the Egyptian high priests also destroy the mummies of the
pharaoh and Nefertiti? This fascinating program traces the
discovery by Richard Lepsius in the 19th century of
Akhenaten’s city at Amarna, Akhet Aten, and the search for
the mummies of the heretic king and queen. Could
Tutankhamon, the pharaoh’s famed son, have ordered his
parents’ remains to be moved to a safe location? (27
minutes, color)
JJE30632 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95
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EGYPT: JOURNEY TO THE GLOBAL CIVILIZATION
Were Egypt’s pyramids really built by slaves to be the
tombs of the pharaohs? Most scholars believed so—until
the excavation of a workers’ village and the tomb of High
Priest Kai led to some startling conclusions. In this pro-
gram, Zahi Hawass, of Egypt’s Supreme Council of Antiqui-
ties, and renowned anthropologist Azza Saary el-Din
provide support for the "public works" theory of the late
Egyptologist Kurt Mendelssohn, while analysis of the River
Nile’s flood cycle, inquiries into the practices of medicine
and mummification, and outstanding 3-D computer anima-
tion offer a broad perspective on ancient Egyptian society.
(59 minutes, color)
 JJE11653 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

MESOPOTAMIA: I HAVE CONQUERED THE RIVER
Literally "the land between the rivers," Mesopotamia was
host to some of the world’s earliest and most powerful
civilizations. Shot on location, this program seeks to
understand how the Sumerian city-states, cradled by the
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, built a vibrant agricultural
economy—and why, after centuries, the wheat crop sud-
denly failed. Commentary by Asli Ozdogan, of Istanbul
University, and Kazuya Maekawa, of Kyoto University;
discussion of cuneiform, the Code of Hammurabi, and the
Epic of Gilgamesh; and a remarkable 3-D computer re-
creation of a peopled street scene offer a glimpse of life in
Lower Mesopotamia. (59 minutes, color)
JJE11654 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

ANCIENT GREECE
Whether looking at Western language, history, or institu-
tions, no other civilization has so greatly influenced our
contemporary world. This program re-creates the Greek
world, from the morning market to the evening sympo-
siums, from burial rituals to the Olympics. Beginning with
Homer’s account of the Trojan War, this program explores
Greek civilization using 3-D re-creations of the Parthenon
and Agora, maps, and commentary by scholars to provide
insight into the daily lives of Greek citizens. (46 minutes,
color)
 BVL8685 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

Culture Videos

INDUS: THE UNVOICED CIVILIZATION
Shrouded in mystery, the details of the Indus Valley civili-
zation are slowly being extracted from the archaeological
record. In this program, Richard Meadow, of Harvard
University; R. S. Bisht, of the Archaeological Survey of
India; linguist Asko H. S. Parpola; and other experts
investigate the language, customs, and beliefs of the
inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro, Harappa, Dholavira, and
Kalibangan. Satellite photos, maps, relics, and an extraor-
dinary 3-D computer re-creation of Dholavira and its water
management system shed light on topics including the
enigmatic Sarasvati River and Indus Valley links to Bahrain
and faraway Mesopotamia. (59 minutes, color)
 JJE11655 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

CHINA: HERITAGE OF THE WILD DRAGON
The fine loess soil of the Yellow River basin quickly estab-
lished that region as the home of China’s earliest recorded
dynasty. This program focuses primarily on Bronze Age
China and the contributions of the Yin (or Shang) dynasty,
with a tangential emphasis on the reign of the Qins.
Commentary by Tang Jigen, of the Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences, and other experts; archival film of the
excavation of Yinxu; armor and artifacts from the tomb of
Qin Shihuangdi; footage of loess being used to replicate
intricate Yin-era bronzes; and incredible 3-D computer
animation provide penetrating insights into the history of
ancient China. (59 minutes, color)
JJE11656 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

ANCIENT INDIA
The antecedents of modern Indian culture can be traced
back to the Harappan civilization, which flourished between
2300 and 1500 BC in what are now Pakistan and Afghani-
stan. This era saw the birth of the Hindu religion. The Aryan
tribes from the Russian steppes invaded the subcontinent
in 1000 BC, bringing their language and culture. The
resulting synthesis between the Aryan and Indian civiliza-
tions brought forth a unique society that included a caste
system, which soon became entrenched. This program
examines the religious tension between Hinduism, Bud-
dhism, and Islam, and the historical events that shaped the
great Indian civilizations, from the Mauryan Empire
through the Mogul Empire. Maps and scholars provide
insight into a culture that remains vibrant and diverse
today. (48 minutes, color)
 BVL8689 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

MESSAGES FROM THE PAST:
REASSESSING ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS

The stories of ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Indus Valley, and ancient China are, in a sense, the stories of their life-
giving rivers. In this fascinating four-part series, the disciplines of archaeology, anthropology, sociology, engineering,
agriculture, climatology, and metallurgy contribute to a thought-provoking examination of these civilizations, their contri-
butions to world culture, and the central role of their vital waterways. 4-part series, 59 minutes each.
 BVL11652 VHS $529.95 DVD-R $529.95
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Culture Videos
THE WANDERING TRIBES OF EUROPE

This spectacular four-part series takes an in-depth look at the history of Europe’s wandering tribes: their migrations in
search of land, their ensuing clashes with the Romans and the Huns, and their adoption, over time, of Christianity.
Dramatic reenactments, computer-generated re-creations of period architecture, maps, images of anthropological and
historical artifacts, and insights from leading scholars create a compelling picture of life and death in ancient and early
medieval Europe. 4-part series listed below, 52 minutes each.
BVL30641 VHS $539.95 DVD-R $539.95

FROM THE MISTS OF THE NORTH,
THE GERMANIC TRIBES

In the 2nd century BCE, the Cimbri and Teuton tribes
began to move southward from their Scandinavian home-
land, Jutland. Soundly defeating the Roman army at
Noricum in 113 BCE, they set in motion an era of migration
that spelled the beginning of the end of Roman military and
political supremacy. This program examines the reasons
why these Germanic peoples left their homeland, explores
their traditions and beliefs, and illustrates the clashes of
arms and of culture that marked the first contacts between
Roman and Barbarus. (52 minutes, color)
JJE30642 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

FUROR TEUTONICUS, PAX ROMANA
At the time the Roman Empire supplanted the failed
Republic, the Rhine River marked Rome’s northern frontier
in western Europe—until Emperor Augustus tried to push
the boundary east to the Elbe. Focusing on the events
during the 1st through 4th centuries, this program traces
the movements of the Goths and the tribes of Germania,
including the epic battle in the year 9 when Arminius,
leader of the Germanic resistance to Roman colonization,
destroyed three Roman legions under Publius Varus—and
the emperor’s plans for conquest. (52 minutes, color)
JJE30643 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

STORM OVER EUROPE: THE HUNS ARE COMING
When the Huns charged into the lands of the Goths and
then, in the 5th century, into Europe, they started a new
wave of terror and tribal relocation. This program tracks the
displacement of the Visigoths to Spain and the Vandals to
North Africa. Both succeeded in defeating proud and once-
mighty Rome in its own capital—but who would stop the
hordes of Attila as they raced onwards into the Frankish
Kingdom? (52 minutes, color)
JJE30644 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

THE END OF ROME, THE BIRTH OF EUROPE
By the 6th century, the migrating peoples of Europe had
begun to settle down, establishing the boundaries of their
domains—but not of their ambitions. Who would become
the heirs of the Roman Empire and the allies—and en-
emies—of the Church? This program reconstructs the
development of key non-Roman kingdoms including those
of the Ostrogoths in Italy, the Merovingians in Gaul, and
the Anglo-Saxons in Britain. (52 minutes, color)
 JJE30645 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95
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Culture Videos

ESCAPE TO THE E.U.?
HUMAN RIGHTS AND IMMIGRATION

POLICY IN CONFLICT
Five decades after the inception of the Geneva Refugee Conven-
tion, the European immigration system is on the verge of
collapse as a flood of people fleeing persecution and violence
threatens to engulf the E.U. This program looks at the processing
of refugees and asylum-seekers in Sweden and Britain—typified
by a lengthy detention punctuated by interrogation and a
summary legal hearing—as the UN and the E.U. seek to address
human rights issues. The newsmaking stories of a Bangladeshi
detainee’s suicide, a Kosovar Albanian detainee’s deportation to
certain death, and the struggle of Cameroonian political activist
George Ekontang are spotlighted. The exploitation of xenophobia
as a political tool is also considered. Some content may be
objectionable. (60 minutes, color)
JJE30547 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

ONE-WAY TICKET TO GHANA:
FORCED DEPORTATION FROM THE E.U.

Peter Ekwiri, a Ugandan, is only one of many people whose
applications for asylum in the E.U. have been denied. And like
many other blacks from Africa considered "undesirable" by
European governments such as Sweden and Germany, he was
forcibly deported—but not to his home country. This program
uses Ekwiri’s case as a springboard to reveal a corrupt system in
which E.U. police and immigration authorities clandestinely pay
Ghana to act as a transfer point—in reality a dumping ground—
for black deportees. And life in Ghana usually means years of
imprisonment and an obscure death. The program also investi-
gates other similar cases while exploring the statistical implica-
tions of European racial bias against black Africans. (59 minutes,
color)
JJE30548 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

DYING TO GET IN:
ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION TO THE E.U.

In the E.U., internal borders have been made transparent to
promote the free flow of commerce. Its external borders, how-
ever, are another matter. This program surveys the high-tech
methods being used to secure the E.U.’s borders against
refugees and asylum-seekers alike while speaking with human
smugglers, who both assist and exploit their clients; illegal
immigrants, who see Europe as their only safe haven; and
European bureaucrats, who in the absence of an overarching
E.U. policy feel compelled to keep as many immigrants out of
"Fortress Europe" as possible, to please their increasingly anti-
immigrant electorates. (60 minutes, color)
JJE30546 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

FORTRESS EUROPE: THE IMMIGRATION SITUATION
Over the past decade, thousands of refugees and asylum-seekers from all over the world have paid with their lives in
their attempts to find safety in "Fortress Europe." Drawing on representative case studies, gripping archival footage, and
interviews with policymakers, anti-policy activists, and others, this chilling three-part series scrutinizes Europe’s stringent
immigration regulations while exposing the severe measures used to enforce them. 3-part series, 60 minutes each.
BVL30545 VHS $399.95 DVD-R $399.95

KOSOVO: OF BLOOD AND HISTORY
To fully understand the recent bloodshed in Kosovo, one must go
back 600 years and trace the causes of the undying hatreds that
permeate Serbia and the surrounding region. Using eyewitness
accounts, maps, and footage both of historic events and of
Serbian life, this program examines the ethnic nationalism and
religious extremism that have resulted in the long-standing
hatred between Serbs and Kosovar Albanians—a hatred that
continued to destabilize the Balkans during the Milosevic regime.
(41 minutes, color)
BVL9353 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

BREAKING THE TRADE:
THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE
In the early 1800s, an extraordinary event occurred in British
politics: a small pressure group successfully lobbied against the
entrenched, well-moneyed interests of slavery. This program
uses dramatic reenactments, readings of Parliamentary minutes,
and expert commentary to tell the story of the three men largely
responsible for slavery’s abolition: William Wilberforce, Granville
Sharp, and Thomas Clarkson. Michael Dottridge, the director of
Anti-Slavery International, explains that the barbarous practice
has not been eradicated everywhere: an estimated 27 million
people are still enslaved worldwide today. (30 minutes, color)
BVL30085 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

FASCISM: THE LEGACY OF HATE
As the ultra-right edges closer to real power in Europe, a
dismayed EU fears a dark renaissance in politics. This disturbing
program, supported by footage including a skinhead hate party
and anti-immigrant violence, traces the virulent resurgence of
xenophobia in Europe. Joerg Haider, of Austria’s Freedom Party;
Albert Szabo, founder of Hungary’s World Nation Party; and
politicos from the German, Italian, and French extreme right
defend their platforms while author Michael Ignatieff, historian
Anton Pelinka, Jewish leaders, and Kosovar and Kurdish
refugees counter with insights into the psychology of hate and
voice fears that Europe’s bloody history will soon repeat itself.
(38 minutes, color)
BVL10604 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95
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Culture Videos
ANCIENT EGYPT

For almost 3,000 years, the pharaohs ruled a civilization
that is arguably the grandest of the ancient world. This
program sheds new light on this enigmatic empire, offering
information on the god-kings, the construction of the
pyramids, religions and cults, mummification and burial
rites, the Rosetta Stone, and the vast treasures of
Tutankhamen. Interviews with noted Egyptologists, a
professor from Cairo University, the chief inspector at the
archaeological digs at Gaza, and the son of the guide who
led Howard Carter to the tomb of Tutankhamen in 1922
add valuable insights. Computer graphics re-create pyra-
mids, temples, and the sphinx in their original states. (47
minutes, color)
BVL8683 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

THE PHOENICIANS
Daring sea navigators, highly skilled artisans, and scholars
of the first order, the Phoenicians left an indelible mark on
Western history. This program traces the history of the
Phoenician civilization while discussing the Phoenicians’
many achievements, which include the circumnavigation of
Africa, the construction of Solomon’s temple, and the
development of the proto-Latin alphabet. But did they
really engage in human sacrifice? And did their voyages
actually bring them to the shores of America? Experts
search for answers to these and other questions. (53
minutes, color)
BVL10932 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

OLIVER CROMWELL
Parliamentarian, Puritan soldier, treasonous regicide, Lord
Protector of England: Oliver Cromwell was all of these
things, and this program scrutinizes his eventful life against
the turbulent backdrop of 17th-century English political
unrest. After the victory of his unstoppable Ironsides at
Marston Moor and the decisive defeat of Royalist forces at
Naseby by his New Model Army, Cromwell’s forces de-
posed Charles I, defeated the Irish and Scots, and, in
1653, established a short-lived military protectorate. This
program, featuring commentary by Dr. Les Prince of
Birmingham University, England, examines the tumultuous
times of Oliver Cromwell and history’s ultimate verdict.
Was he a hero or a villain—or both? (31 minutes, color)
BVL8535 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

EASTERN EUROPE: 1953–1991
This program begins with the death of Stalin, which precipi-
tated a rash of political intrigues in the Balkans, and ends
with the fall of Communism. Topics include the rise of
Nikita Khrushchev; the 1956 Polish Workers Revolt; the
liberation of Cardinal Wyszynski; the Hungarian Revolt; the
rise of Nicolae Ceausescu in Romania; Tito’s socialism; the
Czechoslovakian Revolution; the death of Tito; the Helsinki
Conference; Lech Walesa and the Polish miners’ strike;
Gorbachev and perestroika; and the rise of democracy. (59
minutes, color)
BVL7562 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

THE FEUDAL SYSTEM
This program covers the social and economic organization
of Europe in the Middle Ages: life in a medieval farming
hamlet; the role of the feudal lord, whose role was to
defend its inhabitants in return for a share of the produce
and other tribute; the role of tenant farmers, indentured
servants, and serfs; the economy of the peasant commu-
nity and the landed estate; construction and organization of
the medieval castle; the relationship between lord and
vassal; the pyramid of medieval social organization, with
pope and king at the apex and impoverished peasants at
the base; the concession of lands by the king and the
financial and military obligations in return; the role of the
church in feudal Europe, and of the clergy; and courtly love
and other literary inventions. (36 minutes, color)
BVL1957 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

JOAN OF ARC: THE MAID OF ORLEANS
From within her own brief life to the present day, Joan of
Arc’s mystique has been appropriated by many groups and
causes. This program, filmed in Orleans and Joan’s native
village of Domremy, allows her to speak for herself through
voice-over readings of her letters and her responses before
the Inquisition, as well as testimony from the minutes of
her rehabilitation trial. Leading scholars discuss Joan’s
timeless appeal, the growth and uses of her myth, and
issues of gender transgression. Images of Joan over the
centuries in books, posters, paintings, and film, including
illuminations from the manuscript of Les Vigiles du Roi
Charles VII, complement the narration. (49 minutes, color)
BVL30260 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95
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THE NATIONALISTS
This program examines how liberal ideas
from the French Revolution fueled the
fires of European nationalism, and how
extreme nationalistic beliefs led to World
War I. In Germany, Chancellor Otto von
Bismarck constructed the philosophical
and political framework for a unified
Germany, steeped in the mythology of a
German super-race and its destiny: to rule
Europe. Serbians, inflamed by national-
ism, assassinated Austrian Archduke
Ferdinand, and Germany, as Austria’s ally,
declared war on Russia, and subsequently
on Britain and France. (25 minutes, color)
JJE7052
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

BETWEEN THE WARS:
THE ECONOMIC SEEDS OF

WORLD WAR II
World War I altered the economic
landscape of Europe and inadvertently
contributed to World War II. In this
program, we see how the interruption of
American economic aid following the 1929
stock market crash caused havoc in the
post-war European economy. The Treaty
of Versailles, Germany’s inability to repay
its war debt, and its chronic inflation
problems are discussed. Germany’s
problem with inflation is related to the rise
of fascism, to leaders including Hitler,
Mussolini, and Franco, and to the infa-
mous Munich Agreement. (25 minutes,
color)
JJE7053
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

Culture Videos
THE EUROPEANS

This seven-part series listed below provides a comprehensive study of the major epochs in European history—from the
Greeks and Romans to the fall of communism. Colorful and dramatic, each program focuses on major historical events
that shaped present-day Europe and the lives of its people. 7-part series, 23-26 minutes each.
BVL7047 VHS $799.95 DVD-R $799.95 Save $110.00 by bying the series!

THE BEGINNINGS:
THE GREEKS AND ROMANS

This program traces Greek civilization
from the Minoans to the city-states
dominated by Athens. The Trojan War,
Marathon, Thermopylae, and Salamis are
discussed as major historical turning
points. The rise of the Roman Empire and
its 500-year dominance of Europe and the
Mediterranean are attributed to its
engineering and architectural expertise
and military prowess. Emperor Diocletian,
Constantine, and the invasion of the
Visigoths are discussed in relationship to
the 5th-century downfall of the Empire.
(25 minutes, color)
JJE7048
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

THE MIDDLE AGES
This program traces the evolution of
Europe during the Middle Ages from a
group of loosely tied kingdoms to a
prosperous community of nations. Topics
include the role of the Church, develop-
ment of the feudal system, the rise of the
nobility, the Crusades, formation of the
German Hanseatic League, the effects of
the Plague, the growth of trade guilds, the
discovery of printing, the urbanization of
the peasantry, and the rise of science. (25
minutes, color)
JJE7049
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

THE DEMISE OF WESTERN
COMMUNISM: FALL OF A GIANT

This program discusses Western
democracy’s confrontation with and
ultimate defeat of communism from the
end of World War II to the destruction of
the Berlin Wall. Events depicted include
the Red Army’s invasion of Poland,
Hungary, and Czechoslovakia, and the
heightening of the Cold War between the
U.S. and Russia through the 1950s, 60s,
and 70s. The destruction of the Berlin
Wall is the symbolic beginning of a new
era in European history. (26 minutes,
color)
JJE7054
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

THE RENAISSANCE,
REFORMATION, AND BEYOND:
TOWARDS A MODERN EUROPE

The Italian Renaissance’s contributions to
revolutions in architecture, art, religion,
commerce, politics, and navigation are
discussed in this program. The Signoria
Tower, Ghiberti’s Baptistry doors, and
Giotto’s Bell Tower exemplify innovative
ideas in architecture and art; Martin Luther
and John Calvin apply similar revolution-
ary thinking to religion; Portuguese
seafarers boldly set out to discover a
route to India, while Christopher Colum-
bus, setting his sights westward, discov-
ers the New World. (25 minutes, color)
JJE7050
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

AN AGE OF REVOLUTIONS
This program examines how the French
and Industrial Revolutions altered Europe
in the 18th and 19th centuries. The French
Revolution spread anti-royalty sentiment
and increased awareness of the ideals of
democracy throughout the continent. The
Industrial Revolution promoted the middle
class and turned Europe into an urban-
ized, industrial society. Karl Marx pub-
lished his Communist Manifesto, and in
doing so laid the groundwork for the
Russian Revolution, and the later Euro-
pean socialist movement. (23 minutes,
color)
JJE7051
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95
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World Cultures

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS
6 Softcover editions,
Grade Levels 5-12
These high-interest, low-level
vocabulary titles written on a 4 to 6
reading level, focus on the great
ancient civilizations of the world.
Struggling readers will attain reading
success and build confidence as they
learn.  48 pages.
♦ Attention-getting photos, illustra-
tions, maps, and timelines communi-
cate the concepts found in the text.
♦ Developed under the guidance of a
team of reading specialists and
librarians.
4153-XSV
The Anasazi $6.95
4150-5SV
China $6.95
4148-3SV
Egypt $6.95

4147-5SV Greece $6.95
4146-7SV The Maya $6.95
4149-1SV Rome $6.95

FAMOUS LIVES
Ages 10 years and up
Looks at men and women whose discoveries and achievements have
changed the world.  Charts, diagrams and archival photographs provide
detailed historical facts.  10”x8”, 48 pages. L = Library Edition
024045US Famous Women $8.95
108898US Library Edition $16.95

NEW!  EXPLORERS AND EXPLORATION
Grade Levels 5-12
A social studies resource that provides clear and accurate information
about early explorers at a four to six reading level for the reluctant reader.
Colorful illustrations and maps support the text to ensure a successful
reading experience.  48 pages.
Terms defined in text to aid reading comprehension.
Includes time lines, diagrams, and glossary that can be used for research
and report writing.
2135-0SV Hernan Cortes $6.95
2138-5SV Henry Hudson $6.95
2133-4SV Lewis and Clark $6.95
2137-7SV Ferdinand Magellan $6.95
2134-2SV Francisco Pizzarro $6.95
2136-9SV Marco Polo $6.95
3337-5SV John & Sebastian Cabot $6.95
3339-1SV Samuel de Champlain $6.95
3338-3SV Francisco Coronado $6.95
3335-9SV Vasco da Gama $6.95
3336-7SV Juan Ponce de Leon $6.95
3340-5SV Sieur de la Salle $6.95

OUTSTANDING AMERICANS
Reading Level 3-4, Grades 5-8
Enhance your social studies program with
these biographies of minority Americans
who have made significant contributions to
society.  Blackline Master.
REM1116A
Book $7.95

THE PEOPLES’ VOICE SERIES
Authentic Voices in Culture and History

Grades 4-Adult
Through the voices of authors who grew up in these cultures. The Peoples
Voice series detail the histories of Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and
Puerto Rico.  Together, the texts provide a refreshing perspective on the
impact of each of these Hispanic/Latino peoples on both U.S. and world
history.  Key Features in each book: End of chapter content questions -
Critical thinking questions - Enrichment exercises - Writing assignments.
Pages 100-140.
6067-0PP Cuba $26.00
6030-1PP Dominican Republic $26.00
6095-6PP Puerto Rico $26.00
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World Cultures
Internet Linked!

GEOGRAPHY ENCYCLOPEDIAS & ATLASES
Ages 9 years and up
Dynamic and comprehensive introductions to physical geography. Abso-
lutely breathtaking photographs guide you through each exciting page.  In
Planet Earth you’ll get to the heart of fiery volcanoes, uncover the causes of
earthquake, and get an up-close look at incredible weather phenomena!
Both titles have complete reference sections including: glossary of useful
terms, maps, reconstructions, and a list of useful addresses and websites -
and much more!  Planet Earth also includes a handsome dust-jacket cover.
10 7/8” x 8.5”, 128-400 pages.
506291USP Weather & Climate Change $14.95
866138USL Library Edition $22.95
866136USL Essential Atlas of the World Library $13.95
009844USP Earthquakes and Volcanoes $  7.95
105929USL Earthquakes & Volcanoes Library $15.95
503187USH Children’s World Atlas $22.95
510795USR Reduced Size Children’s World Atlas $14.95
505341USH Planet Earth $19.95
865739USL Library Edition $27.95
501087USH World Geography $39.95
863906USL Library Edition $47.95
508057USR Reduced Size World Geography $19.95
506402USH Children’s Picture Atlas $12.95
511120USR Children’s Picture Atlas Reduced $  7.95
506607USP First Atlas $  9.95
866458USL First Atlas Library Edition $17.95
06392XUSH Mi Primer Atlas $12.95
510825USH Little School Atlas Mini Edition $  7.95

Sticker Atlases
6 years and up.  Match the colorful stickers to the countries on each map to
discover where animals of today live, what flags beleong to what countries
and where dinosaurs once roamed!  9 3/8 x 12 inches, 24 pages plus sticker
pages.  Dinosaur Sticker Atlas avalaible in Spanish.
509118USP Sticker Atlas of the World $8.95
506690USP Flags Sticker Atlas $8.95
506682USP Dinosaur Sticker Atlas Internet Linked $8.95
066244USP Dinosaurios Atlas Con Pegatinas $8.95
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World Culture Videos

THE WARS OF THE ROSES
Using large-scale reenactments of 15th-century warfare,
detailed maps, graphics, and expert commentary by Dr.
David Chandler, military historian and former Head of War
Studies at Sandhurst, this informative program explores
the roots and the results of the brutal and exhausting civil
war between the houses of York and Lancaster. From St.
Albans to Bosworth Field, the program provides a penetrat-
ing examination of a complicated yet compelling period of
English history. (30 minutes, color)
JJE8530 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95

THE BATTLE OF QUEBEC
As the North American colonies of France and Great
Britain continued to spread, friction and outright violence
between New France and New England became inevitable.
Placing the French and Indian War in its larger political
context, this program traces the war’s progress to the
Battle of Quebec. In a bold stroke, the British deployed on
the Plains of Abraham under cover of darkness—and a
mere fifteen minutes of combat spelled the beginning of
the end of 150 years of French colonial rule. (31 minutes,
color)
JJE8532 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95

THE BATTLE OF HASTINGS
October 14, 1066, was a day that saw the history of En-
gland and Europe change forever. This program describes
the Battle of Hastings in its entirety: the position of Harold
II’s Anglo-Saxon army near a village that today is simply
called "Battle," William of Normandy’s surprise attack from
Telham Hill, the cavalry charges and hand-to-hand fighting
that steadily weakened Harold’s troops, and the death of
King Harold himself—shot through the eye with an arrow.
In addition, Dr. David Chandler, military historian and
former Head of War Studies at Sandhurst, discusses the
strategy and tactics used by both sides. (30 minutes, color)
JJE8533 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95

THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
This program is a study of the bitter 17th-century struggle
between Parliamentarian and Royalist forces, which led to
the execution of King Charles I and a brief period of
republican government. Using 3-D maps and graphics,
reenactments of period warfare, and analysis by Dr. David
Chandler, military historian and former Head of War
Studies at Sandhurst, the social, political, economic, and
religious dimensions of this tragic chapter of history are
explored. (30 minutes, color)
JJE8534 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95

THE SPANISH CONQUEST OF MEXICO
Although Hernán Cortés hardly considered himself the
reincarnation of Quetzalcoatl, the Aztecs did—and his
conquest of Mesoamerica utterly destroyed their world,
exactly as prophesied. In this program, Spanish historian
and Oxford University professor Sir John Elliott and
cultural historian Dr. Elizabeth Baquedano survey political,
cultural, and religious aspects of Aztec civilization; analyze
Cortés’ military campaign in detail; and discuss Spanish
influences on Mexican culture. Artwork, artifacts, 3-D
models, and excerpts from the writings of Bernal Diaz add
depth to this penetrating study of Spanish opportunism in
the New World. (30 minutes, color)
JJE9107 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95

THE SPANISH ARMADA
Outwitted and outmaneuvered by Lord Howard of
Effingham and Sir Francis Drake and thwarted by the
weather as well, the Duke of Medina Sidonia’s once-mighty
Armada returned to Spain in defeat, signaling the end of
Spanish naval supremacy. This program analyzes the
political and military aspects of Philip II’s attempted
invasion of England through expert commentary, battle
maps, and reenactments involving the personalities and
the ships that made this conflict a watershed in European
history. (30 minutes, color)
JJE9108 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95

THE NAPOLEONIC WARS
At a time when revolutionary France was assailed from all
sides, there emerged a young military officer whose genius
and ambition assured him of great fame—and notoriety. In
this program, Dr. David Chandler—world-renowned author-
ity on the Emperor Napoleon and author of The Campaigns
of Napoleon—provides full commentary on the strategies
and tactics of the Napoleonic Wars. Large-scale reenact-
ments bring to life the military campaigns that so strongly
influenced a century of European history. Maps, hundreds
of images and paintings, and analyses of the weapons
used by the opposing armies also contribute to this thor-
ough examination of the Napoleonic era. (31 minutes,
color)
JJE9177 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95

GREAT BATTLES OF HISTORY
This dazzling seven-part series listed below spotlights crucial battles within the context of epic struggles for national,
political, and religious domination. With examples drawn from both the Old World and the New World, this select group
of programs provides a new take on battles that have shaped history, from 1066 to 1815. 7-part series, 30 minutes each.
BVL9179 VHS $569.95 DVD-R $569.95 Save $60.00 by buying the series!
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"THE PLAY’S THE THING":
CHINA’S CULTURAL REVOLUTION

The Cultural Revolution, which started in 1966, had less to
do with culture than with a violent attempt to control the
minds of the Chinese people. Yet it was a play, which slyly
criticized Chairman Mao, that raised the curtain on this
horrendous period in China’s history, acting as a catalyst
for the brutal reforms. Beginning with an excerpt from The
Dismissal of Hai Rui, this program presents the details of
the movement that led to the deaths of half a million
people before finally consuming itself. Jack Gray, author of
Rebellions and Revolutions, and Zhang Yongning, son of a
Party official, offer their insights into the Communist
politics of the day. (25 minutes, color)
BVL10522 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

AKBAR THE GREAT, MOGUL EMPEROR OF INDIA
A descendant of Genghis Khan and Tamerlane, Akbar the
Great succeeded in forging an empire in India that brought
about a splendid period of political stability and religious
tolerance. This program blends dramatizations of signifi-
cant moments in Mogul history with location footage of
intricate architectural landmarks to create a detailed
account of Akbar’s reign. Religious and secular customs
from both then and now as well as events in Europe
concurrent with the Mogul empire are also documented, in
order to demonstrate the historical interplay between East
and West and the survival of remnants of Mogul culture in
India today. (54 minutes, color)
BVL11734 VHS $149.95 DVD-R $149.95

World Culture Videos

SAMURAI JAPAN
From their ascension to power in the 13th century to the
unconditional surrender of Japan at the end of World War
II, the Samurai, with their code of virtue and discipline,
created a society that prized one’s honor over one’s own
life. In this program, scholars discuss the unique influence
that this created and the impact of the Samurai on Japan’s
institutions and history, including the role of women in
political alliances. Also discussed is Japan’s shift from
feudalism to a bureaucratic and cosmopolitan society,
symbolically ruled by the emperor and administered by
shoguns. (48 minutes, color)
BVL8694 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

FORBIDDEN CITY: THE GREAT WITHIN
Narrated by Rod Steiger, this timeless program explores
the history of imperial China through its symbolic heart:
Beijing, the "Forbidden City." The program gives a visually
stunning tour of the hub of the world’s oldest bureaucracy
and center for all Chinese government, a city containing
schools, temples, theaters, exquisite gardens, and 240
acres of palaces. Period paintings, etchings, archival
material, and readings from 1,000 years of Imperial diaries
complement this unprecedented access to a capital long
closed to the outside world. A Discovery Channel Produc-
tion. (51 minutes, color)
BVL29014 VHS $89.95 DVD-R $89.95

ASIA

MIDDLE EAST & ISLAM PALESTINE: 1890-1990
This program provides a historical perspective on one of
the world’s most deeply rooted conflicts, covering the
major events that have shaped the region, from the origins
of Zionism in Europe in the 1890s to the historic peace
agreement between Israel and the PLO in 1993. The
program depicts Palestine’s position in the Ottoman
Empire, the Balfour Declaration, the League of Nations
Mandate under British authority, the United Nations parti-
tion plan, the creation of the state of Israel in 1948, and the
subsequent invasions, annexations, and occupations which
have gripped the world’s attention since. Featured in the
program are David Ben-Gurion, Jamal Bey Husseini,
Ahmed Shukeiry, Abba Eban, Yasir Arafat, George
Habbash, and Yitzhak Shamir. A United Nations produc-
tion. (35 minutes, color)  Only available in the U.S.
BVL6396 VHS $99.95

THE ARABS MAKE THEIR ENTRANCE:
ISLAM AND EMPIRE

As the shadow of the Dark Ages fell across Europe, the
scene for the advancement of Western civilization shifted
to the Near East. This program charts the rise of the Arab
empire, from its roots in the long-standing rivalry between
the Byzantines and the Sassanids. Nodes along that
timeline include the dual role of Mecca as a place of
worship and as a center for trade, the life of Muhammad
and the birth of Islam, the rapid expansion of Arabia at the
expense of Byzantium and the Sassanid kingdom, and the
internecine struggle between Arab factions that led to the
founding of the Umayyad dynasty. Portions are in French
with English subtitles. (26 minutes, color)
BVL11411 VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95
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Geography
MAPS - GLOBES - GRAPHS

6 book series, Levels A-F, 6 Teacher’s Editions.  Hands-on map, globe, and
graph activities follow and reinforce the core social studies curriculum.
Atlas included in each book.  Teacher’s Editions include full-color transpar-
encies and blackline masters.  Student books A-F(Grades 1-6): 64 to 96
pages; Teacher’s Editions: 64 to 96 pages.
0965-2SV
A: Family $9.67
0971-7SV
A:Teacher Guide $12.32
0966-0SV
B. Neighborhoods $9.67
0972-5SV
B:Teacher Guide $12.32
0967-9SV
C: Communities $10.40
0973-3SV
C: Teacher Guide $12.32
0968-7SV
D: States and Regions $10.40
0974-1SV
D: Teacher Guide $12.32
0969-5SV
E:United States $10.80
0975-XSV
E:Teacher Guide $12.32
0970-9SV F:World $10.80
0976-8SV F:Teacher Guide $12.32OUR UNITED STATES GEOGRAPHY

OUR REGIONS AND PEOPLE
Beverly Vaillancourt
Reading Level 3, for grades 6-adult
Our United States shows the real Americans by illustrating the terrain and
explaining how geography influences each state’s history, economy, and
social development.  More than 60 maps, 150 photos, and thousands of
interesting facts make geography so attractive to low-level readers that
they’ll want to see the country for themselves!
Features: Short (3-4 pages) chapter for each state, Relates the geography,
climate, and natural resources of the state to it’s development, Margin
Notes and definitions of geographical terms, Critical Thinking Questions,
Map skill activities for every state, Chapter Reviews with challenging “Think
About It” questions, Multicultural Section, Workbook including 50% map
activities, Teacher’s Guide that includes supplementary information.
6119-7PP Student Text $18.99

10+ copies $17.99
6120-0PP Workbook $8.99

10+ copies $8.99
6121-9PP Teacher Guide $6.99

10+ copies $6.99

WORLD GEOGRAPHY AND YOU
Softcover, Hardcover editions, reading levels 3-4.  Give limited readers the
access to the latest in world geography at reading levels 3-4, 202 pages.
Students learn the five themes of geography and apply them throughout the
text.  Contains chapter maps and skill-building activities involving maps,
charts, graphs, and tables.
6827-8SVBook 1 Softcover $14.55
6828-7SVBook 2 Softcover $14.55
6830-8SVTG Softcover $8.35
6829-4SV Student Bk  Hardcover $30.40
6831-6SV TG & Resource Binder Hardcover $109.15

STECK-VAUGHN ATLAS OF THE WORLD
Single Softcover title.
Grades 7-8.
A comprehensive resource for any classroom, this newly revised edition
presents current information about the world’s geography and its people.
Organized into 25 world regions providing information on topography,
politics, religions, languages and more, this fact-packed volume is great for
student reports.  Basic almanac facts and full-color flag illustrations are
provided for every independent nation in the world.  72 pages.5001-6SV

Softcover $9.40
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Geography
NEW!  USING GEOGRAPHY SERIES

Reading Level: 4-5, For Grades 6-Adult
The Using Geography series helps students understand that geography is
much more than where.  Using political and physical maps and such
special-purpose maps as population, climate, resources, and more, each
lesson teaches students how geography influences a region’s history,
economy, and culture.  Features: Easy to manage two-page lessons, Direct
application of critical geography and map skills, National geography
standards and content vocabulary in every lesson, The perfect supplements
for the Peoples Wold Cultures series, or any course in World History or
World Cultures.

AFRICA CONTENTS: 1. Africa in the World, 2.
Physical Features of Africa, 3. The Regions of
Africa, 4. Africa’s Climates, 5. North Africa, 6.
West Africa, 7. Central Africa, 8. East Africa, 9.
Southern Africa, 10. Africa’s Population, 11. The
Slave Trade, 12. The Age of Imperialism in
Africa, 13. Africa at Independence, 14. Africa’s
Economy.
Using Geography Africa
6082-4PPStudent Text $7.99
10+ copies $6.99
6083-2PPAnswer Key $1.00

ASIA CONTENTS: 1. Regions of Asia and the
Pacific, 2. Asia in the World, 3. The Expansion of
China, 4. China, 1600 B.C. - A.D. 1294, 5.
Spheres of Influence in China to 1914, 6.
Population Distribution on Asia, 7. Physical
Features of East Asia, 8. Japan and Korea in
Ancient Times, 9. Asia and the Pacific During
World War II, 10. Economic Resources of Asia,
11. The Korean War, 12. The Ring of Fire, 13.
The Pacific Rim, 14. Climates of South and
Central Asia, 15. The Spread of Buddhism and
Hinduism to A.D. 500, 16. South Asia’s Ancient
Empires, 17. South Asia: The Delhi Sultanate
and Moghal Empires, 18. Imperialism in India to
1858, 19. Partition of India 1947, 20. South and
Central Asia: Political and Physical, 21. Climates
of Southeast Asia, 22. Southeast Asia’s Early
Empires, 23. Imperialism in Southeast Asia, 24.
Physical Features of Southeast Asia, 25. The
Vietnam War, 26. Physical Features of Australia
and New Zealand, 27. Climates of Australia and
New Zealand, 28. Economic Cooperation in the
Pacific Region, 29. Oceania.
Using Geography Asia
6098-0PPStudent Text $8.99
10+ copies $7.99
6099-9PPAnswer Key $1.00

LATIN AMERICA
CONTENTS:
1. Latin America in the
Western Hemisphere,
2. Mexico, Central
America, and the
Carribean, 3. South
America, 4. Physical
Features, 5. The Climate,
6. The People, 7. Natural
Resources, 8. The Rain
Forests, 9. Natural
Disasters in Latin America, 10. European Control
of Latin America, 11. Independence for Latin
America, 12. Mexico Today, 13. Central America,
14. The Panama Canal, 15. Cuba and U.S.
Relations, 16. The Resources of the Carribean,
17. Industries of Brazil, 18. Natural Resources of
Northern and Western South America, 19. Some
Economic Resources of Southern South
America, 20. Latinos/Hispanics in the U.S.
Today.
Using Geography Latin America
6081-6PPStudent Text $7.99
10+ copies $6.99
6084-0PPAnswer Key $1.00

TRUE TALES
5 Books, Reading Level 3, Ideal for Grades 4-12.
Sixty stories presenting powerful, real-life events with direct connections to
geography at reading level 3.  Bound in answer key.  112 pages.
♦ Activities develop reading, language arts, and geography skills students
need to boost test scores.
♦ Map activities, Glossary, Did You Know?, Chart Your Scores - extension,
activities, reference information, and self-evaluation opportunities conclude
each book.
0852-4SV True Tales from the Seas $12.34
0853-2SV True Tales from the Jungles $12.34
0854-0SV True Tales from the Mountains $12.34
0855-9SV True Tales from the Polar Regions $12.34
0856-7SV True Tales from the Deserts $12.34
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Geography

REGIONAL SOCIAL STUDIES
Grade Levels 3-5
This series enriches the curriculum by comparing states features and
relations to other states in their region and the rest of the United States.
♦ Bound-in answer key.  96 perforated pages.
♦ Includes the five themes of geography covering a region’s location, place,
movement, human/environmental interaction, and region.
♦ Contains a variety of maps and graphs.
♦ Includes Travel Guides that provide an innovative journey detailing
popular attractions to visit in a variety of activities.
1314-5SV Northeast Region $11.95
1315-3SV Southeast Region $11.95
1316-1SV West Region $11.95
1317-XSV River and Lakes Region $11.95
1318-8SV Central Plains and Southwest $11.95

POSTCARDS FROM...
20 Countries Worth Writing Home About!

Reading Level: 2-4, for grades 2-4
A child’s postcards written to friends and family at home provide informa-
tion-packed reports of around-the-world adventure in 20 major nations.  Full
color photos on every spread, accompanied by factual observations, give
youngsters a child’s presepctive of other countries.  32 pages.
4231-7SV Australia $6.95
4234-1SV Brazil $6.95
4235-XSV Canada $6.95
4228-7SV China $6.95
6200-8SV Egypt $6.95
4225-2SV France $6.95
4229-5SV Germany $6.95
4226-0SV Great Britain $6.95
6222-9SV India $6.95
6217-2SV Ireland $6.95
6218-0SV Israel $6.95
6223-7SV Italy $6.95
4232-5SV Japan $6.95
6219-9SV Kenya $6.95
4233-3SV Mexico $6.95
4227-9SV Russia $6.95
4236-8SV South Africa $6.95
4230-9SV Spain $6.95
6220-2SV United States $6.95
6221-0SV Vietnam $6.95

NEW!  GEOGRAPHY
Five units are organized according to the Five Themes of Geography!
Grade Levels 1-5, Reproducible.
Develop the basic geographic tools necessary for students to explore their community, state, country,
region, and world.  These innovative, on-level activities make geography fun!  Bound-in answer key.  48
pages.
♦ Five units based on the Five Themes of Geography.
♦ Concept and key vocabulary introduced at the
top of each page.
♦ Overall pretest and post-test plus unit assessments.
3409-6SV Grade 1 $7.95
3410-XSV Grade 2 $7.95
3411-8SV Grade 3 $7.95
3412-6SV Grade 4 $7.95
3413-4SV Grade 5 $7.95
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A 34x22 COLORFUL
EXTRAVAGANZA OF MICHIGAN

This oversize map features key cities, landmarks,
historic sites, rivers, regions, borders, and major
geographic features + an array of Michigan “must-
haves” including state symbols, as well as fascinat-
ing Michigan trivia, a timeline of important state
events, and more.  Useful for all Michigan studies;
excellent as a classroom, library, or resource
center’s primary visual focus.
95682GP Michigan Extravaganza $7.95

State Posters
Other States & Canada

94791GP California Extravaganza $7.95
96085GP Colorado Extravaganza $7.95
94805GP Florida Extravaganza $7.95
94813GP Georgia Extravaganza $7.95
94821GP Illinois Extravaganza $7.95
9483XGP Kentucky Extravaganza $7.95
95526GP Louisiana Extravaganza $7.95
95607GP Mississippi Extravaganza $7.95
94856GP New Jersey Extravaganza $7.95
94848GP N. Carolina Extravaganza $7.95
94775GP Ohio Extravaganza $7.95
9600XGP Oklahoma Extravaganza $7.95
95925GP Pennsylvania Extravaganza $7.95
94783GP Texas Extravaganza $7.95
9760XGP Alabama Experience $7.95
97618GP Alaska Experience $7.95
97626GP Arizona Experience $7.95
95844GP Connecticut Experience $7.95
97642GP Delaware Experience $7.95
97650GP Hawaii Experience $7.95
97669GP Idaho Experience $7.95
97685GP Iowa Experience $7.95
97707GP Maine Experience $7.95
96166GP Maryland Experience $7.95
97715GP Massachusetts Experience $7.95
97723GP Minnesota Experience $7.95
95763GP Missouri Experience $7.95
97731GP Montana Experience $7.95
9774XGP Nebraska Experience $7.95
97758GP Nevada Experience $7.95
97766GP New Hampshire Experience $7.95
97774GP New Mexico Experience $7.95
01691GP New York Experience $7.95
97782GP N. Dakota Experience $7.95
97790GP Oregon Experience $7.95
97804GP Rhode Island Experience $7.95
97812GP S. Carolina Experience $7.95
97820GP S. Dakota Experience $7.95
97839GP Tennessee Experience $7.95
97847GP Utah Experience $7.95
97855GP Vermont Experience $7.95
97863GP W. Virginia Experience $7.95
96445GP Wisconsin Experience $7.95
9788XGP Wyoming Experience $7.95
063500514X Canada Experience $7.95
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7426-7SV Alabama $7.95
7427-5SV Alaska $7.95
7428-3SV Arizona $7.95
7429-1SV Arkansas $7.95
7430-5SV California $7.95
7431-3SV Colorado $7.95
7432-1SV Connecticut $7.95
7433-XSV Delaware $7.95
7434-8SV Florida $7.95
7435-6SV Georgia $7.95
7436-4SV Hawaii $7.95
7437-2SV Idaho $7.95
7438-0SV Illinois $7.95
7439-9SV Indiana $7.95
7440-2SV Iowa $7.95
7441-0SV Kansas $7.95
7442-9SV Kentucky $7.95
7443-7SV Louisiana $7.95
7444-5SV Maine $7.95
7445-3SV Maryland $7.95
7446-1SV Massachusetts $7.95
7447-XSV Michigan $7.95
7448-8SV Minnesota $7.95
7449-6SV Mississippi $7.95
7451-8SV Missouri $7.95
7452-6SV Montana $7.95
7453-4SV Nebraska $7.95
7454-2SV Nevada $7.95
7455-0SV New Hampshire $7.95
7456-9SV New Jersey $7.95
7457-7SV New Mexico $7.95
7458-5SV New York $7.95
7459-3SV North Carolina $7.95
7460-7SV North Dakota $7.95
7461-5SV Ohio $7.95
7462-3SV Oklahoma $7.95
7463-1SV Oregon $7.95
7479-8SV Pacific Islands $7.95
7464-XSV Pennsylvania $7.95
7465-8SV Puerto Rico $7.95
7466-6SV Rhode Island $7.95
7467-4SV South Carolina $7.95
7468-2SV South Dakota $7.95
7469-0SV Tennessee $7.95
7470-4SV Texas $7.95
7471-2SV Utah $7.95
7472-0SV Vermont $7.95
7473-9SV Virginia $7.95
7474-7SV Washington $7.95
7475-5SV Washington, D.C. $7.95
7476-3SV West Virginia $7.95
7477-1SV Wisconsin $7.95
7478-XSV Wyoming $7.95
7480-1SV Teacher’s Guide $5.00

Geography

TAKING YOUR CAMERA TO...
Reading Level 3, For grades 3-8
Designed specifically for the limited reader, this nonfiction series explores
countries around the world.  Colorful photos, illustrations, and maps closely
follow text to ensure reading success.  32 pages.
High-interest, low-level vocabulary material is clear and accurate.
Easy-to-read format includes short chapters and terms defined in the text.
4129-7SV Argentina $6.95
3331-6SV Australia $6.95
2151-2SV Brazil $6.95
2152-0SV Canada $6.95
4130-0SV China $6.95
3333-2SV Egypt $6.95
2153-9SV France $6.95
4131-9SV Germany $6.95
4132-7SV India $6.95
2154-7SV Israel $6.95
3328-6SV Italy $6.95
2155-5SV Japan $6.95
2156-3SV Mexico $6.95
3329-4SV Panama $6.95
3332-4SV Russia $6.95
4133-5SV South Africa $6.95
3330-8SV Spain $6.95
4134-3SV Vietnam $6.95

PORTRAIT OF AMERICA
Reading level 4-5, for Grades 3-12
Get a complete, current picture of the
United States and its territories!  Compre-
hensive profiles of the 50 states;
Washington, D.C.; Puerto Rico; and the
Pacific Islands depict important facts of
history, economy, and culture and define
future challenges.  Easy-to-read, easy-to-
use references feature an almanac, a full-
color physical map, a time line of historical
events, lists of important sites and annual
events, and an index.  Personal vignettes
bring the people of each region to life.  48
pages.

SEE THE WORLD
Reading Level 3-4, Grades 4-8
An excellent book filled with activities designed to teach locations of
continents, countries, bodies of water, and more.  Activities require
reference to a colorful, laminated 11"x17" map (included).  A fun introduc-
tion to world geography and a great tool for improving map skills.  Blackline
Masters.
REM129A See The World $8.95
REM129B Six Extra Maps $4.95
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Geography

First Nature Encyclopedias
Ages: 8 years and up.  Third Grade Reading Level, Powers Reading Index
4.3 - 5.1.  Amazing photographs and illustrations combine with lively text to
illustrate the basics of our planet’s animals, what’s out in space, and much
more!  8 1/2 x 10 7/8 inches, 64 pages.  Mini Editions are 5 1/2 x 7 inches
and hardcover.
506968USP First Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs $  9.95
866573USL First Encyclopedia Dinosaurs Library $17.95
510876USH Little Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs Mini $  6.95
066392USP Mi primera enciclopedia de dinosaurios $  9.95
502164USP First Encyclopedia of Our World $  9.95
864279USL First Encyclopedia World Library $17.95
502156USP First Encyclopedia of Animals $  9.95
864260USL First Encyclopedia Animals Library $17.95
510930USH Little Encyclopedia of Animals Mini $  6.95
501117USP First Encyclopedia of Seas and Oceans $  9.95
863809USL First Encyclopedia Seas Oceans Libr $17.95
510906USH Little Encyclopedia of Seas Mini $  6.95
500358USP First Encyclopedia of Space $  9.95
863574USL First Encyclopedia of Space Library $17.95
510914USH Little Encyclopedia of Space Mini $  6.95
050755USP Mi primera enciclopedia del espacio $  9.95
864953USL Primera enciclopedia espacio library $17.95

Internet Linked!

NEW!  WEEKLY GEOGRAPHY PRACTICE
Grade Level 2-6
Reproducible.  Presenting 36 weeks of daily exercises that highlight a
different theme of geography each day of the week!  96 pages.
Pages can be used whole or cut into daily “activity strips,” backed up by
easy-to-use answer keys, explanations, and extensions.  Organized by the
five themes of geography: Monday: Location; Tuesday: Place; Wednesday:
Movement; Thursday: Region; and Friday: Interaction.
Ideal for morning warm-ups, light homework, overheads, and brief,
transitional activities.
Pre- and post-assessments in standardized test format.
5357-0SV Grade 2 NEW! $12.95
3432-0SV Grade 3 $12.95
3433-9SV Grade 4 $12.95
3434-7SV Grade 5 $12.95
5358-9SV Grade 6 NEW! $12.95

LANDS OF THE WORLD
Reading Level 3-4, Grades 4-8
Send your students around the world as
they discover fascinating facts about
many exotic places.  Bonus activities
give opportunities for research and
writing.
REM130 Book $6.95

Young Geography
6 years and up.  Fold-out flaps reveal colorful frieze-type scenes and amazing
cross-sections of buildings.  Maps at the front and back of each book
encourage map-reading skills.   8 1/4 x 8 1/4 inches, 24 pages.
030770USP My Street $8.95
030797USP My Town $8.95

Geography videosGeography videosGeography videosGeography videosGeography videos
WHY GEOGRAPHY?

If you ever need to introduce geography, this will help you do it.
School Library Journal.

Put the viewer in the passenger seat for a twelve day field trip throughout
the American Southwest.  Zig-zagging through five stats, the host visits
people and places in search of the
true meaning of geography.
Dispels the myth that geography
is limited to the study of maps,
mountain ranges, and capitals.  It
reveals geography as a broad and
diverse field and traces its
connections to science, history,
politics, economics, religion, urban
development, immigration and
culture.  One 35 minute video,
copyright 1996
CCP0264V-D22           $89.00

Valuable in teaching the
concepts and diverse disci-
plines that make up geography.

The Book Report.
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Geography Videos
Geography / Drugs, Crime & Law

AMERICA’S RAINFOREST
Nestled in the valleys of the old-growth forests along Washington’s Olympic
Peninsula lies the only remaining temperate rainforest in North America.
The rainforest of the Pacific Northwest is one of only three remaining
temperate rainforests in the world.  Viewers gain an appreciation for the
delicate nature of the very ecosystem necessary to sustain human
existence.  Through colorful and vivid cinematography the beauty, complex-
ity, and wonder of these rapidly disappearing biospheres, and their
consequential global effect, the viewer is treated to a close-up and
commiserative view of what has truly become one of America’s most
irreplaceable treasure - its singular rainforest.
One 35 minute video, copyright 1992
8201GEA $49.95

COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD POSTERS
Ten full-color posters depicting a feel for the area where it is located on the
globe.  Some art, facts and young people in typical clothing show something
of the country.  Set includes: Australia - China - Japan - Kenya - United
Kingdom - India - Canada - Israel - Russia - Mexico.  Ten 17"x32" posters,
copyright 2000.  Picture Frames are available in black only.
CCPOST057-DXR Poster Series $49.95
CCPOST057L-DXR Posters, Laminated $59.95
CCPOST057F-DXR Posters, Framed $549.00

HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED.

Video Rating Guide.

Geography Posters

Drugs, Crime & Law

WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS?
95 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ABOUT TEENS AND THE LAW

Thomas Jacobs, J.D.
Reading Level: 5, for grades 7-adult
Teens need to know about the laws that effect them so they can make
informed decisions.  Written in clear, everyday language in a question and
answer format.  This book presents many opportunities for discussion and
writing activities in the classroom.
2028-7LFS Student text $16.45

10+ copies $14.95

SOCIAL STUDIES RESEARCH
Grades 4-8
A great way to launch a research project!  Students solve a word search
puzzle, then choose one of the puzzle’s answers as their research topic.
Reference books are used to complete detailed activity pages about their
chosen subject.  These questions are pre-arranged in a logical, paragraph
order to encourage students to write a report using their own words.
Reproducible.
REM307 Student Book $5.95

SOCIAL STUDIES CROSSWORDS
Grades 5 and up
Who doesn’t like puzzles and games?  This 4 book set of over 130 different
crossword puzzles requires students to “dig” into the encyclopedia to
discover the crossword solutions on a vast array of social studies subjects.
Included are puzzles on every president, all 50 states, famous landmarks,
and cities.  Who says learning can’t be fun?  Reproducible.
REM314A Book $25.00
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TO PLAY
Buy campus properties and favorite area businesses as
you make your way around the board.  Collect credit
hours and trade them for diplomas.  Academic Probation
sends you home...or make the Dean’s List and collect a
$200 scholarship.  Play the traditional version or the one
hour version.  Fun for any alumnus, present or future
student or fan.
3434LFS $24.95

Michiganopoly
College Games Available
Alabama
Arizona
Arizona State
Auburn
Baylor
Boston College
Boston Univ.
Brigham Young
Cal Berkley
Cincinnati
Duke
East Carolina
Florida
Florida State
Georgetown
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Illinois
Indiana
James Madison
Kansas
Kansas State
Kentucky
Louisville
Maryland
Massachusetts
Miami (FL)
Miami (OH)
Michigan
Michigan State
Missouri
N.C. State
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Oregon
Oregon State
Penn State
Purdue
Rhode Island
Rudgers
Stanford
Tennessee
Texas
Texas A&M
UCLA
U Cal-San Diego
UNC
U Southern Cal
Utah
Villanova
Virginia
Virginia Tech
Washington
Washington State
Wisconsin
Yale

BAMAOPOLY
ARIZONAOPOLY
A.S.U.OPOLY
AUBURNOPOLY
BAYLOROPOLY
B.C.OPOLY
B.U.OPOLY
BYU.OPOLY
CALOPOLY
U.C.OPOLY
DUKEOPOLY
E.C.U.OPOLY
GATOROPOLY
F.S.U.OPOLY
HOYAOPOLY
DAWGOPOLY
TECHOPOLY
ILLINIOPOLY
I.U.OPOLY
J.M.U.OPOLY
KANSASOPOLY
K.STATEOPOLY
U.K.OPOLY
U.OF.L.OPOLY
TEROPOLY
UMASSOPOLY
CANEOPOLY
MIAMIOPOLY
MICHIGANOPOLY
SPARTANOPOLY
MIZZOUOPOLY
N.C.STATEOPOLY
IRISHOPOLY
O.S.U.OPOLY
SOONEROPOLY
OK.STATEOPOLY
DUCOPOLY
BEAVEROPOLY
PENN.STATEOPOLY
PURDUEOPOLY
U.R.I.OPOLY
RUTGERSOPOLY
STANFORDOPOLY
VOLOPOLY
TEXASOPOLY
AGGIEOPOLY
UCLAOPOLY
UCSD.OPOLY
N.CAROLINAOPOLY
U.S.C.OPOLY
UTAHOPOLY
NOVAOPOLY
UVA.OPOLY
VA.TECHOPOLY
U.DUBOPOLY
WAZZUOPOLY
WISCONSINOPOLY
YALEOPOLY

There’s nothing like college.
Every campus is unique.  We
visited over 70 campuses across
the country and designed a
unique game for each.

Along the way on every campus
we talked to students and alumni
to find out what makes their
school special. The results: over
70 great games!

We know all about Harry’s Choco-
late Shop in West Lafayette,
Indiana - and the Dixie Chicken
in College Station, Texas.

We walked across the Diag in
Ann Arbor, Michigan - and stood “
‘tween the hedges” in Athens,
Georgia.

NEW
Detroit in a Box

$24.95

Puzzles and Games
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Puzzles and Games

1001 Things to Spot Series
Ages 6 and up.  Teach your students how to identify objects around them and
in specific locations.  Each book is 9 1.8 x 10 5/8 inches, 32 pages.  Big
Book includes Animals, Farm, Town, and Long Ago, 132 pages.
503527USP Big Book of Things to Spot $12.95
864961USL Big Book Library Edition $20.95
510000USP 1001 Bugs to Spot $  6.95
868088USL 1001 Bugs Library Edition $14.95
029535USP 1001 Things to Spot on the Town $  6.95
863329USL 1001 Things Town Library Edition $14.95
033184USP 1001 Things to Spot Long Ago $  6.95
861946USL 1001 Things Long Ago Library Ed $14.95
029551USP 1001 Things to Spot on the Farm $  6.95
861520USL 1001 Things Farm Library Edition $14.95
036523USP 1001 Cosas Que Buscar En La Granja $  6.95
862128USL 1001 Cosas Que Buscar Granja Lib Ed $14.95
501494USP 1001 Animals to Spot $  6.95
864244USL 1001 Animals to Sopot Library Edition $14.95
05081XUSP 1001 Animales Que Buscar $  6.95
864937USL 1001 Animales Que Buscar Library Ed $14.95
502296USP 1001 Things to Spot in the Sea $  6.95
865585USL 1001 Things in the Sea Library Edition $14.95
061099USP 1001 Cosas Que Buscar En El Mar $  6.95
867804USL 1001 Cosas Que Buscar El MAr Lib Ed $14.95

New Format!

Great Searches
Ages 8 years and up.  Entertain your students with these Great Search
books.  Each book is 32 pages.  Great Wildlife Search includes Big Bug
Search, Great Animal Search, and Great Undersea Search, 112 pages.
510752USP Great Planet Search New Format $  7.95
510450USP Big Bug Search New Format $  7.95
034377USP Los Animalitos (Big Bug) Spanish Ed $  8.95
862063USL Los Animalitos (Big Bug) Spanish Libr $16.95
510477USP Great City Search New Format $  7.95
509983USP Great Castle Search New Format $  7.95
868053USL Great Castle Search New Format Libr $15.95
508928USP Great Wildlife Search $15.95
504262USP Great Animal Search $  9.95
865380USL Great Animal Search Library Edition $17.95
036566USP Los Animales del Mundo Spanish $  9.95
862284USL Los Animales del Mundo Spanish Libr $17.95
505597USP Great World Search $  9.95
865968USL Great World Search Library Edition $17.95
03654XUSP La Gran Gira Por El Mundo Spanish $  9.95
862292USL La Gran Gira Por El Mundo Spanish Lib $17.95
037511USP Great Dinosaur Search $  8.95
863124USL Great Dinosaur Search Library Edition $16.95
04500XUSP Los Dinosaurios Spanish $  8.95
863396USL Los Dinosaurios Spanish Library Ed $16.95
505163USP Great Undersea Search $  8.95
865615USL Great Undersea Search Library Edition $16.95
504272USP Great History Search $  9.95
865399USL Great History Search Library Edition $17.95
506631USP Great Prehistoric Search $  8.95
866417USL Great Prehistoric Search Library Ed $16.95
061072USP Escenas De La Prehistoria Spanish $  8.95
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BINGOMANIA!
BINGO builds critical thinking skills!
Great for:  Reinforcing state curriculum requirements on HISTORY and GEOGRAPHY.
The PERFECT SOLUTION:  State Studies Introduction!  Reinforcement!  Test Prepara-
tion!  Kids Learning English!  Busy Teachers!  Substitute Teachers!  After school
Programs!  Free Time/Spare Time/Anytime!  Summer Camp!  Rainy Day!  The ever -
popular Bingo game is always exciting way to learn!  Each Game: ¨ Has 36 cards-
each card is different ¨ Plays 9 fun, educational ways ¨ Was developed by a quality
research team and play-tested ¨ Has an educational focus, focuses on State Biogra-
phy, Geography and History ¨ Has multilevel age appeal, good state studies re-
fresher; good introduction for younger students ¨ Comes with additional recommen-
dations for teachers to use the game in many creative ways!  GREAT FOR: The
classroom! Home Schoolers! Library Activities! Parties! Gifts! Car Trips! Nursing
Homes! Special Kids! Churches! Everyone!  Michigan “BIO” Bingo Game! : 24 must
know state people for kids to learn about while having fun!  Michigan “GEO” Bingo
Game! : 38 must know state geography facts for kids to learn while having fun!
Michigan “HISTO” Bingo Game! : 42 must know state history facts for kids to learn
while having fun!
001357GL Bio BINGO $12.95
001349GL Geo BINGO $12.95
002892GL Histo BINGO $12.95

STATE JINGO
Gary Grim
Fun For All Ages, A Bingo Style Game, For up to 30
Players.  J-I-N-G-O games are an exciting, educa-
tional, fun-filled alternative to BINGO. J-I-N-G-O is
played just like bingo, but pictures replace num-
bers on the player’s card.  EACH GAME CONTAINS:
player cards, clue cards, directions, and ideas for
extension.
GGA017 Illinois Jingo $12.95
GGA023 Michigan Jingo $12.95
GGA041 Missouri Jingo $12.95
GGA021 Ohio Jingo $12.95
GGA018 Texas Jingo $12.95

Puzzles and Games/Seniors

J-I-N-G-O

THE BIG HOLIDAY BOOK FOR SENIORS
Gary Grim
The Big Holiday Book For Seniors is a resource that can be used each year, for many years.
There are 24 units in the book, each focusing on a holiday.  A wealth of clip art patterns will help
decorate a facility, as well as create name tags, newsletters, and invitations.  Craft projects,
puzzles, and quizzes will provide instant programming, as will the page of historical information
about each holiday.  Included are bulletin boards your seniors can help you make.  The Big
Holiday Book provides something for everyone and, best of all, a wealth of programming for the
busy activity director.  200 pages.
GGA298 The Big Holiday Book for Seniors $21.95

TRIVIA BOOKS
Gary Grim
These books of trivia quizzes are designed to exercise the
thought process and promote the retrieval of information
stored in long term memory.  We all know things that we
have not recalled in a long time.  When we are prompted
to remember, it creates a good feeling to realize, “Oh! I
know that!”  There are over 1000 large-print trivia ques-
tions in each book.  Each quiz has a theme and interesting
artowrk that helps make associations and facilities recall.
The theme topics are useful to stimulate discussion or to
lead into another a=ctivity.  Suggested follow-up activities
are offered with each quiz.  Recalling, remembering, and
reminiscing will continue.  Choose one or both for hours of
trivia fun.
GGA168 52 Weeks of Trivia $14.95
GGA174 12 Months of Trivia $14.95
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State Project Books
UNIQUE PROJECTS!

Carol Marsh
Combining state facts, educational value, and fun with everyday materials makes these books unique.  Each 8 1/2” x 11” book
contains state specific facts as well as fun to do hands on projects.  Each project is easy and inexpensive!  History Projects in-
clude: Creating a cartoon panel describing how our state name may have come about; dressing up as a famous explorer and
recreating their main discovery and more!  Geography Projects include: building a “state tree” with leaves from as many types of
trees as possible; recreating the path of a state river using a wire coat hanger, and more!  Symbol Projects include: creating a
model of the state bird; creating a fishbowl with the state fish using jello and gummy fish, and more!  Government and Civics
Projects include: designing a simple census questionnaire; creating a replica of the state flag; staging a mock election, and more!
People Projects include: creating a small bulletin board about a state leader; creating a costume to imitate one of the first people
on our land, and more!  Current Events Projects include: editing state stories in a current newspaper; “broadcasting” a short news
story; creating a bulletin board of one week’s “happenings” in the state, and more!  Projects use ordinary, easy-to-get materials!  32
pages each, paperback.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
West Virginia
Wyoming

017709GP
017717GP
017725GP
017735GP
017741GP
01775XGP
017768GP
017776GP
017784GP
017792GP
017806GP
017814GP
017822GP
017830GP
017849GP
017857GP
017865GP
017873GP
017881GP
01789XGP
017903GP
017911GP
01792XGP
017938GP
017946GP
017954GP
017962GP
017970GP
017989GP
017997GP
018004GP
018012GP
018020GP
018039GP
018047GP
018055GP
018063GP
018071GP
01808XGP
01808GP
018101GP
01811XGP
018128GP
018136GP
018144GP
018152GP
018160GP
018179GP
018187GP
018195GP

018209GP
018217GP
018225GP
018233GP
018241GP
01825XGP
018268GP
018276GP
018284GP
018292GP
018306GP
018314GP
018322GP
018330GP
018349GP
018357GP
018365GP
018373GP
018381GP
01839XGP
018403GP
018411GP
01842XGP
018438GP
018446GP
018454GP
018462GP
018470GP
018489GP
018497GP
018500GP
018519GP
018527GP
018535GP
018543GP
018551GP
01856XGP
018578GP
018586GP
018594GP
018756GP
018608GP
018616GP
018624GP
018632GP
018640GP
018659GP
018667GP
018675GP
018683GP

018691GP
018705GP
018713GP
018721GP
01873XGP
018748GP
018764GP
018772GP
018780GP
018799GP
018802GP
018810GP
018829GP
018837GP
018845GP
018853GP
018861GP
01887XGP
018888GP
018896GP
01890XGP
018918GP
018926GP
018934GP
018942GP
018950GP
018969GP
018977GP
018985GP
018993GP
019000GP
019019GP
019027GP
019035GP
019043GP
019051GP
01906XGP
019078GP
019086GP
019094GP
019108GP
019116GP
019124GP
019132GP
019140GP
019159GP
019167GP
019175GP
019183GP
019191GP

019205GP
019213GP
019221GP
01923XGP
019248GP
019256GP
019264GP
019272GP
019280GP
019299GP
019302GP
019310GP
019329GP
019337GP
019345GP
019353GP
019361GP
01937XGP
019388GP
019396GP
01940XGP
019418GP
019426GP
019434GP
019442GP
019450GP
019469GP
019477GP
019485GP
019493GP
019507GP
019515GP
019523GP
019531GP
01954XGP
019558GP
019566GP
019574GP
019582GP
019590GP
019604GP
019612GP
019620GP
019639GP
019647GP
019655GP
019663GP
019671GP
01968XGP
019698GP

019701GP
01971XGP
019728GP
019736GP
019744GP
019752GP
019760GP
019779GP
019787GP
019795GP
019809GP
019817GP
019825GP
019833GP
019841GP
01985XGP
019868GP
019876GP
019884GP
019892GP
01G9906P
019914GP
019922GP
019930GP
019949GP
019957GP
019965GP
019973GP
019981GP
01999XGP
020009GP
020017GP
020025GP
020033GP
020041GP
02005XGP
020068GP
020076GP
020084GP
020092GP
020106GP
020114GP
020122GP
020130GP
020149GP
020157GP
020165GP
020173GP
020181GP
02019XGP

020203GP
020211GP
02022XGP
020238GP
020246GP
020254GP
020262GP
020270GP
020289GP
020297GP
020300GP
020319GP
020327GP
020335GP
020343GP
020351GP
02036XGP
020378GP
020386GP
020394GP
020408GP
020416GP
020424GP
020432GP
020440GP
020459GP
020467GP
020475GP
020483GP
020491GP
020505GP
020513GP
020521GP
02053XGP
020548GP
020556GP
020564GP
020572GP
020580GP
020599GP
020602GP
020610GP
020629GP
020637GP
020645GP
020653GP
020661GP
02067XGP
020688GP
020696GP

Each $  5.95
Set $29.95
order # for set:
SP-_ _ SPRO
substitute the
code for your
state in the
blanks.
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Ordering Information
All Orders Should be Addressed to:

Caswell & Caswell
3571 Newgate
Troy, MI  48084

WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE please let us know if a confirming purchase order will
be sent.  This will help us avoid possible problems with duplicate orders.

To Order Toll Free Call: 1-800-757-7668
To Order by Fax 1-248-646-4359

METHOD OF SHIPMENT will be United Postal Service unless special request is
made by the customer or we see a need to ship via another service.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES are typically 10% of the total order.  There is
a $4.50 minimum charge.  Residential customers have a minimum charge of $5.25

ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS should be prepaid.  Be sure to include state sales
tax.

ALL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO:
CASWELL & CASWELL

ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS should include a purchase order
number when possible and must be on either official stationary or an official purchase
order form.

CLASSROOM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.

EXAMINE ALL MATERIALS AS SOON AS RECEIVED!  Notify us of damaged or
missing items immediately.

ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY CASWELL & CASWELL.  Permission
to return should be requested and authorized in writing.  We will not issue credit on
unauthorized returns.  All returned material must be in perfect, unmarked, saleable
condition.

ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOG are subject to change because of possible producer
price changes.  We bill at the producer’s latest selling price.  In case of a sizable in-
crease in price, we will notify prior to shipment for confirmation.



To order by phone
Call 1-800-757-7668
Fax:  248-646-4359

william.caswell@sbcglobal.net

CASWELL & CASWELL
ORDER FORM
Ship To:

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

EMail Address ______________________________

Bill To: (if  different)

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

Fax:_(_____)__________________________________

Payment Method: (Check One)

 Payment Enclosed
 Bill my Institution

P.O.#__________________________________

Shipping & Handling Charges:
10% of total purchase

$4.50 minimum S&H Charge
$5.25 minimum Residential S&H Charge

Date All orders are shipped net 30 days.  Returns must have written authorization from us.

$ TOT. COSTITEM# QTY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION $ EACH

Subtotal

Sales Tax

Shipping
TOTAL

CASWELL & CASWELL
3571 Newgate, Troy, MI  48084
www.teachersmarketplace.com

 Yes!  I would like to join your mailing list!

mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net
http://www.teachersmarketplace.com/
mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net?subject=Sign me up for your mailing list!



